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14th century. Future installments will cover the 
matter completely and may leave us in the position of 
having heard more about wine and wine making than we 
ever possibly could care to know. 

FINIS (PART I) 
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FAX AD FAMILIARES 

February 10. 1997 Keith stewart 

My first sentence will assure you that I write 
neither in Latin nor in cyberspeak. My title 
nevertheless requires some comment--not an apology, for 
I hope that it is sufficiently obscure to satisfy local 
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, 'nd the Roman orator and 
fashion. It could br7ng tlo m~d Familiares--that 

C ' ero's EQ~sto ae a h' statesman ~c t Cicero's friends-- ~s , , 
c ollection of letters ~ a attern for Br~t~sh 
"familiars"--which surv~ved,asl e~ucation d i d. Aside 
schoolboys as long as class~c~ sound echoes which have 
from the tempting Pl~isur~~a~ I am more concerned with 
lured me into sugges ng 'de some slight but 
FAXes than I am~ it maykalso PinrovGe~rtrude stein's volume 

. bl puzzl~ng shoe --as k enJoya y tt Anthony Burgess's A ClockWor 
~itled, Tender Bu __ ons or . ' 
Qrange--from, in this case, the,conJunct~on of a 
classical language and electron~c barbar1sm. ~f the 
title were to continue in another current fash~on, that 
academic one of following a hopefully come-hither 
obscurity with a colon and then what should have been 

he title in the first place, it might read, "Fax ad 
Familiares: Desultory Refections on Letter-writing in 
an Electronic Age." 

In the history of personal letters as a kind of 
wr iting, whatever epistolae we wrote to our parents 
when we were away at school--or were supposed to write, 
and later perhaps did write to them and to our girl 
f riends from military posts--they very likely began, as 
l etters may still do, by addressing their recipients, 
s aying something, and concluding with a "Sincerely 
yours," or "Love," or whatever seemed appropriate. But 
even then the practice of letter writing was no doubt 
SUffering from the presence of the telephone, and in 
haste we were at least as likely to hunt for the 
nearest telephone booth as put something on paper. Now 
i t has the opportunity to change further with the 
i nvention of E-mail, and perhaps the FAX as well. What 
the consequences of these most recent developments to 
the gentle art of letter writing will be is not clear 
though that is one of the concerns of my paper. ' 

,AS for myself, I happen to like to write and to 
re7e~ve letters (I,do not speak of unsolicited mail, 
whICh does not satlsfy my definition of "fam ' l' 
1 tt " 1 1ar e ers, as slyly as it may try to do so ) . I am thus 
n~t one who like Henry David Thoreau "could easily do 
wlthout the post office," nor would I remark with him 
that "The penny-post [this is some years before 1854 ] 
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i s, commonly, an institution through which you 
seriously offer a man that penny for his thoughts which 
is so often safely offered in jest." I have 
nevertheless a sneaking hunch that, however history has 
passed him by, Thoreau was in some degree correct when 
he pointed out that there is an "illusion" about our 
"modern improvements," to continue: 

Our inventions are wont to be pretty toys, which 
distract our attention from serious things. They 
are but improved means to an unimproved end . 
. We are in haste to construct a magnetic 
telegraph from Maine to Texas; but Maine and 
Texas, it may be, have nothing important to 
communicate . • . We are eager to tunnel under th 
Atlantic and bring the Old World some weeks nearer 
to the New; but perchance the first news that wi 
leak through into the broad, flapping American e~ 
will be that the Princess Adelaide has the 
whooping cough. 

So much for the "information superhighway" from 
the fastnesses of Walden Pond. But there is also a 
less philosophically based response to current 
develo~ments which m~y be epitomized by the 
recalc1tr~nt fellow 1n a brief elevator conversation 
reported 1n The New York Times "Metropolitan Diary" (1 
September 1995]: 

Man 1: I hear we're all getting E-Mail. 

Man 2: E-mail, E-mail. Who needs E-mail? You 
want to get in touch with someone, you make a 
phone call, you send a memo, you write a letter. 

Man 1: Precisely. I'm too old for E-mail. 

(They get off at the next floor. One of them 
sighs). 

Whatever,our individual practices and prejudices
and ~e commun1cate as we will--I should like to 
cons1der more generally for a while the kind of writing 
that has come to be called "familiar letters"--



something of their earlier circumst anc es , ,the i r 
characteristics, and, at more hazar d , the1r current 
condition. 
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The modern history of communi cat i on by l etters is 
easy enough to get at. I have referred t o , 
"conventional letter writing," and the r e i s certa1nly, 
in English at least, a tradition of l etters which 
descends partly from those of the aforeme ntioned Cicero 
(and some others). But one needs more than a model 
taught in the schools in order to communicate with 
f riends. For the voluminous devel opme nt o f personal 
correspondence which occurred during the e i g h teenth 
c entury and subsequently in Britain, on the continent, 
and in America, there obviously needed to be--besides 
an increasingly literate populace equipped with pen, 
i nk, and paper--both physical means of getting letters 
f rom one point to another and some publ i cly sanctioned 
method of doing so. To take England as an example, 
t hese conditions were not fully met until the 
e ighteenth century. It was not until well i nto the 
s eventeenth century that the carrying of mail for 
i ndividuals not connected with the court was e n t i rely 
e ncouraged or other than winked at. Understandably, 
t he more autocratic a ruler the more politically 
i nconvenient correspondence between private subjects 
might be. And then, of course, there needed to be 
passable roads and reasonably dependable 
t ransportation. Otherwise, messages went by friends or 
by private messenger. Fictional examples, which to an 
extent reflect historical reality, suggest that as far 
a s postal service is concerned the historical d i stance 
i s enormous between the disastrous miscarriage of Friar 
Lawrence's message to Romeo in Shakespeare's play and 
t he probabilities which could produce the extravagantly 
e xtended exchange of letters which made up t h e original 
n ine volumes of Samuel Richardson ' s novel , Cl arissa, in 
1748. 

In any case, by the 1750's there was a 
c onsiderable network of major post roads and cross 
r oads, though few still extended f ar into Wales or the 
northernmost parts of England and Scotland . The state 
o f the roads was no doubt immensely v a riabl e fo r many 
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years. When Ralph Allen, an important reformer of the 
British postal system, contracted to undertake the 
service in 1719, he did so with the understanding that 
mail would be carried out of London by horse and 
postboy three times a week at not less than five miles 
an hour [Howard Robinson, The British Post Office, 
Princeton: PUPress, 1948, p. 102]. When in the 1780 ' 
the mail coach officially replaced postboy and horse , 
letter was by contract expected to travel at the then 
startling speed of eight miles an hour [po 139] rather 
than its somewhat earlier seven, reduced to five in ~ 
weather. In, either case, the speed was likely to be 
slower than that contracted. 

In the united states, however different the 
political circumstances and the terrain, the general 
situation was comparable. The pre-revolutionary 
correspondence of American rebels provide an example 
the dangers to authoritarian regimes offered by priva 
correspondence. Presumably they were partly enabled 
the presence of a sympathetic colonial Deputy 
Postmaster--Benjamin Franklin--who was accordingly 
dismissed from that post by an unamused crown in 1774 
and appointed Postmaster General by the continental 
Congress a year later [Arthur E. SUmmerfield, u. S. 
Mgil, NY: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1960, p. 32 ]. 
Here as in England, post roads and an infant highway 
system developed concurrently. 

But there is no need to demonstrate further the 
increasing ease and speed of getting letters from one 
person to another as the mail moves from horse to hor 
and coach, leaves the postroad and moves to train, t o 
airplane, and now beyond. And--perhaps until very 
recently--one can assume a consequent increase in 
numbers of "familiar" letters themselves from more or 
less isolated examples to the kind of exchange between 
individuals that one can call a "correspondence." The 
great British collection known as the Paston letters, 
which survives from the fifteenth century, is unique; 
the collected letters of, say, Samuel Johnson, or 
Horace Walpole, join many others, from Charlotte Bronte 
and John K~ats, through August strindberg (whose 
correspondence runs to sixteen volumes), to those of 
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t l Nancy Mitford and Evelyn 
Harry Truman and more recen Y ed ' t d nd 
Wa ugh. These and many other s have ,been ,~e a 
published. What, given simply the~r~e!~~t~:~ beyond 
letters might we find when we r ea . , 

, . tt acts us? And what are we 
a possible voyeur~sm, a r d 't~ to our friends and 
do ing when we who correspon ~~ electronic 
families? And finally, what ~mpact ay th~ 
highway have upon a traditional m~e by Wh~c~pe~Ple 
have for centuries communicated w~th one ano er . 

First consider form, which here follows function
-one must ~eeds address the recipient so ehow, s a y 
whatever one has to say, and sign off. Thus 
"salutation," "Body," "complimentary Close"-- those 
parts which many of us probably learned under one name 
or another long ago and which like most wr~tten f orms 
direct without determining and a fford cons~derable room 
fo r play under their ap~arentlY restrictive labe~ s. 
Thus such openings as C~cero's " From Marcus to h~s 
brother Quintus greetings," or Bishop Edward synge' s to 
his daughter "Dear Mrs. Giddyboots," or the addre s s of 
El izabeth, Queen of Bohemia, in 1630 to the Earl o f 
carlisle: "Thou ugly, filthy, c amel's face .... " As 
fo r the body, unlike our own phy s ical one, it will do 
whatever we want it to as long as we can anage the 
language, with no linguistic hol ds barred. Back t o the 
body in a moment. complimentary closes have fall en on 
ev il days since the eighteenth century, when the 
skillful handling of a given form could serve to 
c onfirm the substance of the letter and the ass umed 
relationship of writer to reader. The New Fowler 's 
Modern English Usage, which has j ust been published 
[ l ate 1996], edited by the dist inguished linguist R.W. 
Burchfield, offers a full set of appropriate addresses 
and closures, but also notes a persistent covement away 
f rom formality. 

It is the larger substance o f the letter, howe v er, 
which ordinarily attracts and interests us - -even so 
brief as one as that shortest of the eighteenth- c e ntury 
writer Richard Steele's to his wife-- "Dear Prue, Sobe r 
o r not, I am ever yours," in which, however, 
conventional salutation and fo rmal close are 
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significant parts of the compact whole--indeed, bear a 
substantial part of the message. 

So far as I can see, since the eighteenth century , 
writers of l etters in Englis~--at least of those 
available to be read by outslder~--have ~ntil recently 
changed re l at i vely little in the~r consc~ous or, , 
unconscious assumptions about what t~ey were d01ng 1n 
writ i ng. It may be, however, that w1th regular and 
certa i n postal service and subsequently th~ telephone , 
letter -writers have become less self-consc10u~ abo~t 
their responsibilities . virginia Woolf co~e~ted 1n , 
one of her essays that when it cost the rec1p1ent QU1te 
a lot of money to get a letter, people took more 
trouble over their correspondence [rev of Woolf 
"Essays," Vol. IV (1925-28) by F. Kermode, TLS, 22 Jul 
1994, p. 3]. That makes sense, but slip-shod or 
carefully contrived, letters have regularly been 
thought of as standing in place of conversation. That 
is to say, not that they imitate conversation as the 
dialogue in a drama might be said to do, but that they 
represent it, the real thing being unavailable. In 
many respects, of course, the telephone has preempted 
the conversational function of the letter by giving us 
more or less faithfully the sound of the voice that 
letters can give us only metaphorically. 

This assumption of the likeness of letters to 
conversation has nevertheless at least two 
implications. One is that the letters which one reads 
with interest are about something--as is a conversatio 
of which one wants to be a part. A reply of Samuel 
Johnson's to a question of Boswell's about a real 
conversation at a recent dinner party is to the point : 
"No, Sir; we had talk enough, but no conversation: 
there was nothing discussed." Indeed, the sUbstance o~ 
letters is circumscribed only by the experiences of 
their writers and recip i ents. And that is no doubt one 
reason,that we . pry~ng Johnnies- corne-lately, snooping 
about 1n repos1tor1es of someone else's mail find in 
them not just the second-hand pleasures of h~man chit
chat, but also those of biography, and political 
social, and literary history. ' 
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Another implication of this parailel ith 
conversation I have already touched upon, but it bears 
further consideration. Among letter writers there has 
been a common assumption of the value of the ·sound" of 
one's voice, as in conve~sation. And this has i ts 
effect upon style. From Cicero onwards the ideal style 
of familiar letters has been what rhe toricians u sed to 
call a "middle" style--generally easy and l arge l y 
colloquial, but rising or fa l l ing as the 'nd moves 
wi th its subject. consciously or not, the e ffect may 
be that which William Cooper once noted in a l etter to 
a friend: "When I read your l e t t ers I hear you talk, 
and I love talking letters dearly." 

A short letter from Ma rk Twain can support the 
point about the individu a l voic e. It would o r dinarily 
be classified as a "bus i ness " l e tter--rather t han a 
familiar one--but it e mphas izes the cl a rity with which 
a sense of the individu a l can c ome through . We may 
know other such letters in whic h this happe ns--Samuel 
Johnson's famous one to Lor d Chesterf ield on his tardy 
attempt to patronize t h e Dic tionary, or Harry Truman's 
notorious (and to a dmirers o f Truman s till 
embarrassing) one to Paul Hume in res ponse to Hume's 
review of Margaret Truman's debut as a s inger. Here is 
Twain's letter addressed t o the Gas Company, dated 
Hartford, Connecticut, 12 Fe bruary, 1891 : 

Dear Sirs, 

Some day you will mov e me a lmost to the verge 
of irritation by your chuc kle- h e aded Goddamned 
fashion of shutting your Goddamne d gas off without 
giving any notice to your Goddamned parishioners. 
Several times you have come within a n ace of 
smothering half of this hou s ehold in their beds 
and blowing up the other half by thi s idiotic, not 
to say criminal, custom of yours. And it has 
happened again today. Hav e n't you a telephone? 

Yours Sincere ly, 

S.L. Clemens 
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That letter su~gests still another point, which i 
that whatever the lIkenesses between conversations and 
letters , there are some things that can be said more 
easily in writing than face to face, or even voice to 
voice. Twain's reference to the Gas Company's 
te lephone ("Haven't you a telephone?") suggests that 
Twain has one which the Company might have used to 
reach him: then, of course, Twain might have called 
Gas Company but would he have said what he wrote? 
Perhaps writers have more fun writing than telephoninq 
and readers may be happy if Mark Twain did so. And 
then letters are for the record, as some telephone 
conversations have only recently become. 

This point of difference between writing and 
conversing is not new. Most of us may have found tha 
there are personal communications which are easier to 
put on paper than to make orally--notes of affection 
sympa~hy to certain persons, letters of rejection to 
certa~n others, and so on. Edward Gibbon, who we a l 
know could write to excruciating length, admitted to 
correspondent that he would "rather talk an hour tha 
write a page," but continued on the advantages of 
letters: 

We all delight to talk of ourselves and it is 0 

in letters, in writing to a friend that we can 
enjoy that conversation not only without re~roac 
or interruption, but with the highest proprIety 
and mutual satisfaction, sure that the person wh 
we address feels an equal or at least a strong 
and lively'interest in the consideration of the 
pleasing subject. 

And behind such polite eighteenth-century 
protestations lies an old remark of Cicero's to the 
effect that "A letter has no blushes." 

Then there are the assumptions that letters reco 
(as the ephemeral nature of conversation cannot), ~ot 
just facts to inform one's correspondence of what ~s 
going on but to express or by implication demonstrate 
friendship, generally to maintain on~'s relati~nship 
with the world, perhaps even to test~fy to one s 
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existence. There is an interest ing passage in a recent 
novel by the writer Jim Harrison , in hicb the first
person narrator remarks, 

Everyone in the history of my facily was a letter 
writer, a diary keeper. It's as if they thought 
they'd disappear if they didn't put themselves on 
paper. (Dalva, NY: Washington Square Press, 
1989, p. 57) 

This sense of the constancy--even the eternal 
quality--of the written word is very old. Some of us 
may remember final couplets of what have been called 
Shakespeare's "eternizing" sonnets claiming that 
despite human mortality, "So long as man can breathe, 
o r eyes can see,/So long lives this and this gives life 
t o thee." Aside from the question of mortality, if 
l etters can prove one's own existence to oneself, so 
c an diaries. What diaries do not immediately 
demonstrate, as letters do, is one's regard for 
a nother. Samuel Johnson, again, "There is thi s use in 
t he most useless letter, that it shows one not to be 
~orgotten." A small article which appeared last year 

n a local newspaper reported that France had observed 
"ts first National Letter Day to urge the writing of 
ett7rs and announced its doing so by means of a letter 

ca:;r~ed"b¥ its 92,000 mailcarriers. Signed "Your 
Ka1lman 1t reports that he is proud to be "the 

essenger of your sentiments, your hopes our 
~~oub~es, your expressions of love and f~i~ndShip " 
"bngulrer, 199~J But the setting of such a natio~al 

servance obv~ouSly sugg t 
French that they may be fes s t~e need of reminding the 
=amiliar letter in maint ~r~ett ~ng the value of the 
( an~, to be sure, the ne:~n~~gt~erso~al rel~tionShips 

Slness). e mall servlce to have 

All this is to say that When " 
~ters, we take part knowingly we wr7te familiar 

ding rhythm of salutation b~~ynot ~n a long
--~~ we form Whatever we want to ' an close, within 

~o w7 maintain a link with o~~~; hAnd that in 
~~~lse lmmediately unavailable " an beings, 

- Y of what letters may say we' and ln the immense 
demonstrate our 
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active ex i stence , our knowledge and appreciation of t he 
presence of another, and in terms peculiar to ourselves 
and our ' edi ate relationship with that other. 

So much for the conventional letter in the 
varieties of its existence. What is the possible 
significance of electronic communication, aside from 
perhaps eliciting the celebration of a French National 
Letter Day? Of course, I don't finally know, and what 
follows is a mish-mash of verifiable facts, hunches, 
and possibly superstitious concerns. 

I must admit first that my immediate reactions t o 
what has been going on in the means of getting in tou 
with one another in the last few years have tended 
towards the Thoreauvian. One of my children has fair 
recently dragged me into the later 20th century by 
send~ng his mother and me his cast-off answering 
mach1ne. Now we wouldn't leave home without it. I 
~ake mo~t of our family's bread, and do a pretty good 
Job at 1t, but however convenient bread-making machin 
may be, I would no sooner use one than I'd drink a 
bottled dry martini. My wife gave me a computer, 
printer, and splendid word-processing program when I 
retired. I use and treasure these contraptions, space
and energy-consuming as they are; I also suspect that 
as they increase the ease (to say nothing of the 
legibility) of my writing, they also increase its 
verbosity. Few blessings are unmixed. Nor are my 0 

prejUdices. In any case, my wife and I are a two
computer family, but we have no Voice Mail, no modem , 
no FAX, no E-Mail. Some people swing more slowly wi 
some tides than others do. 

I rule out "Voice Mail" as a subject of discussi 
as a matter of course. It strikes me as a misnomer 
dished up by large telephone companies in competition 
with the relatively private enterprise of my 
inoffensive little answering machine and in any event 
more appropriate to that form of communication than t o 
the mails. My concern is with what is transmitted as 
writing. FAX, despite my title, is something of a 
puzzle, for a FAX is likely to begin its life in 
conventionally written or typed form, though it may 
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also begin electronically. I have an affectio fo r it 
as the result of having been in an botel the 
morning after our last nat ional election aving 
been met by a breakfast-time FAX fro ¥ ith the 
results, which he knew his mother and I 0 d ant . 
But I am concerned primarily with the use of E- Mail , 
and with it only as it replaces written or so ehow 
printed correspondence. What does it have to offer? 

Surely, E-Mail should enabl e letters to do what 
they have always done, even if the physical eans are 
diff erent. Those who regularly write letters are 
likely to continue doing so. One frien has noted that 
exchanges seem to be shorter a nd to be decreasing i n 
formality, perhaps as the recorded ord approaches 
equ i valence with conversation. Rep aced by electronic 
forms, "Salutation" and "Complimentary Close" Day move 
from decreased formality into non- existence. But E
Mail can carry the ideas, make the h connections 
presumably as well as convent i onal letters, though 
without the sense that the hand which 0 e regards has 
held the pen, or folded the pa per or sea ed the 
envelope. 

If we ask for peculiar advantag,es, ediate 
answers are obviously speed a nd relative certainty o f 
transmission, and thus the i mmediate and easy response 
whi ch increases the satisfact i on of both 
cor respondents. Speed of actual co unication i s of 
course relative. One who checks his E- il only once 
in two weeks will get his message s no sooner than his 
"snail-mail" man would bring them. There are no doubt 
other virtues. Legibility must s urely be reckoned as 
one , particularly given the current state of penmanship 
in which those of us who write only our es time 
after time each day or who sign nomination forms f or 
membership in the Literary Club seem especially prone 
to the untranslatable hieroglyph. But egibility is 
not peculiar to E-Mail. Finally, there · s the vastl y 
extended field of immediately availab e b t unknown 
pos~ible correspondents limited on y to those similarly 
equ~pped, so that one can float a query into the great 
e~ectronic sea, with the rational hope t it will be 
p~cked up and answered by someone. But s ch e ssages 
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as these, I suspect, are initially queries only and do 
not easily satisfy my original notion of letters to 
one's familiars, granted that a correspondence may 
begin. 

Given my primary concern with personal letters, 
speed and ease seem to be the principa~ advantages. 
Acquaintances tell me that they commun1cate more often 
and more freely with their friends and their family by 
E-Mail than they have before. My son, who is expert . 
the uses of the computer in international banking, 
i ns i sts that E-Mail will revive personal 
c orrespondence. One woman, older than I, finds E-Ma i 
s omehow more spontaneous than other modes of 
c ommunication. At times when she would not telephone 
s he can write a query, a note or a longer letter and ' 
know that it will be with her son whenever he looks . 
h is "virtual" mail box. This is no small pleasure. 
there, however, anything of significance which E-Mai l 
does not offer? Or are there questions which its use 
r aises? 

A recent reviewer of a volume of essays on 
e lectronic communication noted in the London Times 
Literary Supplement [5/10/96, p. 14] that there is s o 
f ar no really complete proof against spoof--that is, 
the electronic intruder who maliciously or otherwise 
fi nds his uninvited way to one's address. E-Mail 
letters ma~ be said to exist only in that "virtual 
reality" to which we seem to be increasingly committ 
why not virtual E-Mail letter-writers too? Well, yes , 
of course, but--and here I speak from complete 
i gnorance--perhaps that is no more likely to be a re~ 
danger to private correspondence than the occasional 
old-fashioned forgery. Another limitation may be mo~e 
telling. My own absence from the ranks of E-Mailers 
does suggest that its roster of correspondents, howev ~ 
large--and I realize that it is potentially immense-- · 
l imited. A good many of our population must be, like 
myself, in the same position as those Englishmen 
scattered around the countryside before the 
establishment of "byroads," or those in this country 
before Rural Free Delivery. Fortunately we needn't at 
present rely upon a friend or a servant, nor upon E-
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l ikely that there will always be those ithout the 
me a ns. 
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Finally, anyone with unfashionably historical 
inclinations is likely to wonder about the permanence 
of the record. If one prints off his E- Mail sent and 
received, there is, of course. A university librarian 
who has committed his institution to the use of 
electronic records remarked to me recently that the 
latest reports on their permanence has indicated 
disturbing amounts of deterioration fro age; a nd he 
went on to say that paper (along with the now rare 
vel lum) remained demonstrably the s ingle ost p ermanent 
Deans of maintaining records. But how any Bos wells 
are there among E-Mailers who will save even the i r 
"v i rtual" laundry lists as well as their letters to and 
from famous people? Perhaps the question of whether in 
the future there will be published collections o f E
Mai l of this or that contemporary will be replace d by 
the question of whether there will be E- Mail to 
c ol lect. 

This limitation leads me to a set of furthe r 
imponderables, for I have niggling worries about 
el ectronic communication which have little to d o with 
practical matters, and, I suspect, a good deal to do 
- i t h my professional and personally ingrained 
commitment to the written and the printed word. I am 
aware as I compose this paper that what I ac writing 
~rough the means of my admittedly limited sys t e m can 
o ' s appear in a flash if something goes wrong. But that 
-·o r ry largely disappears in the eas e and speed o f the 
act i on compared with my former weary writing, typing, 
rev i sing by hand--but always in "real" pencil or i nk on 

r e al" paper. My much more genera l concern is that 
i l e E-Mail may well have enhanced the act of l etter

- ~i ting for those who have it , I find that what 
nnects can also separate. 

According to one of the few i nteresting articles 
l ast 'year's USA Weekend [23-25 February 1996), some 

- , 000 of the citizens of Black sburg , Virginia, which 
- a population of 35,000, have been provided with 
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means to the Inte rnet in an experiment known as BEV, or 
Blacksburg Electronic Village, through the cooper~tio 
of Virg i n i a polytechnic Institute and Bell-Atlant1c. 
The professor i a l head of the project has unsurprising 
announced that the experiment "is making a stronger 
communi ty ," yet over half the town cannot do what,the 
other hal f can that is report to the world the b1rth 
of a baby or d i spatch a quick note to a child in 
Denver or wherever. One answer, of course, may be to 
get in' touch wi th Bell-Atlantic. ,Nevertheless ~ loca 
family therapist is quoted as say1ng, "My fear 1~ the 
electronic village will further erode the real v11lage . 
The more time you spend buying groceries [on line], 
less time you spend meeting your neighbors in the 
aisles of Wade's [for which read Kroger's, or 
wherever]." I find the case puzzling, but it reminds 
me that in the speed and convenience of my use of 
automatic teller machines and credit-card-munching gas 
pumps, I no longer see a bank teller or a service 
station attendant, and of course in some cases there 
are none to be seen. And it reminds me further of t he 
times when the telephone, in response to my dialing an 
800 number, brings me an electronic voice which is 
likely to tell me to push this button and that, no one 
of which answers to my specific need, before silence 
descends and completely separates me from the thing I 
want. All this seems to have little to do with 
correspondence, but it is what a reviewer in the Lend 
Times Literary Supplement [Ibid.] called "part of the 
general delegat i on of communicative tasks to the 
computer, together with the growth in the 
sophistication of autonomous agents and the option o f 
obscuring real-life identities in on-line 
communication" which stands as good a chance of 
fragmenting a community as it does of uniting its 
parts. 

Nor do I happen to find speed of communication an 
unadulterated pleasure though in crises it may surely 
be of immense use, as anyone who had dialed 911 in t he 
~iddle of the night knows. And I suppose, too, that i 
1S as easy to sleep on ~n E-mail me~sage as to sleep 0 
a letter which, once wrl tten, one flnally decides 
should not be sent. I understand from a review of his 
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latest novel, the title of which has been translated as 
Slowness, that the Czech writer Milan Kundera es the 
point that "Speed is the form of ecstasy . ch 
technology has given us" (speed as -virtual ecstasy,JI 
perhaps?) and raises the question , - y has the 
pleasure of slowness disappeared? - I sycpathetic to 
one who raises such a question, witho t having a notion 
of an answer. 

And then there is an "out-of- hackness· about 
these electronic arrangements . My friend who finds E
Mail more spontaneous than letter writing finds that 
spontaneity amidst a welter of costly equip ent and 
somewhat complex new knowledge. Another eigbty-year
old friend with a still greater accumulation of 
mach~nery was recently demonstrat ing to e the working 
of hlS hardware and software. He went to his 
electronic "in box" in search of a message which had 
arrived, to find that it said, "Are you the Jerry 
[Jerry is his name] that plays basketball for UC?" 
This is rather like laying the trans-Atlantic cable and 
finding that the Princess Adelaide has the whooping 
cough. 

One can find much more than that, to be sure. 
There may even be a real "familiar letter," the result 
of that act of communication which I have been 
considering. Whether it survives beyond the little 
screen is of course up to oneself or one's 
correspondent. A recent cartoon in The New Yorker 
[9/9/96] shows a high-coiffed, high-boso ed, high
heeled, and short-skirted secretary at a desk cluttered 
with mail and computer equipment. Addressing the 
telephone, and presumably her boss, she is saying, 
"Nothing important--nothing on Fax, nothing on voice 
mail, nothing on the Internet. Just, you kno , 
handwritten stuff." "Just handwritten stuff.- So much 
for Samuel Johnson, so much for John Keats, so uch for 
Mark Twain. One cannot, I believe , "undiscover" 
anything, and nostalgia will get us now ere; b t in the 
long history of correspondence it has been e "stuff" 
committed to paper--with its news, its ges ures of 
affection and of annoyance, its implicit de=onstration 
of human community--which has survived. 




